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Approach for Comprehensive Promotion of
Community-based Biomass Power Plants
Editor's Talk
Promotion of power generation from renewable energy
(RE) is a measure that is considered important by many of the
countries in the world, aiming to replace or reduce dependency
on fossil energy. Likewise, Thailand has formulated a number
of promoting measures to increase the share of alternative
energy to 25% in the year 2021 as targeted in the Alternative
Energy Development Plan (AEDP). The most effective measure
is the provision of “Adder,” an additional energy purchasing
price on top of the normal prices that power producers will
receive when selling electricity to the Power Utilities.
Over the past 3-4 years, solar energy has been an RE type
that both Thai and foreign investors are very much interested
in. One can see that many solar farm projects have been
developed in several locations. This is because solar energy
is clean energy and no fuel cost is required; importantly, there
is usually no local opposition to solar energy projects.
On the other hand, many biomass projects have encountered
problems and obstacles resulting from a growing current
of general public opposition to power plant construction in
many areas. One major reason is due to the fact that the
private investors have ignored the importance of providing
information and knowledge about their power plants to concerned
communities. Many parties view that encouraging the
communities, who are owners of biomass (fuel) derived from
agricultural products, to participate and take a role in biomass
power plant development may help solve the problem, create
acceptance of local communities, enhance their incomes,
and make use of agricultural wastes.

Presented in this E for E Newsletter is the approach to promote
community-based biomass power plants, which has given
importance to the process of greater community participation in
energy industry activities so as to create public acceptance and
sustainable community-based energy development. So, look it
up in our E for E Highlight how the approach works.
E for E Editorial Team
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Approach for Comprehensive Promotion
of Community-based Biomass Power Plants
Thailand is an agricultural country. Currently, many social

Canada : Indigenous Indian communities in Canada have

spheres have become aware of the importance to optimize the

been interested in the concept of centralized district heating

use of agricultural residues or “biomass” for energy production,

system, using biomass, i.e. wood residues from sawmills located

especially biomass power projects. As a result, greater investment

near individual communities, as fuel. The communities also

in the development of biomass power plants has been made

]PL^[OH[[OPZPKLH^PSSSLHK[VLɈLJ[P]L\ZLVMSVJHSS`H]HPSHISL

by the private sector, despite several reports recently on local

UH[\YHSYLZV\YJLZ"TVYLV]LYOH]PUNHULɉ
JPLU[JVTT\UP[`

opposition to power projects in many places, most of which

widedistrict heating and hot water making system is better

resulted from project developers’ negligence of the public

than installing separate water heaters in individual homes.

participation process.

Prior to implementing a community-based project, community

One approach introduced by the government to intensify

representatives will have an opportunity to observe the actual

the development of biomass power plants and to help minimize

operation of an existing system to create their understanding

the current of local opposition is to encourage the communities,

of the system operation and maintenance, thus providing the

most of which are biomass (fuel) owners, to participate and

community with a clearer concept of their own project development.

play a role in the development of small-scale community-based

Moreover, they will learn about an alternative option on building

biomass power plants, through the creation of knowledge

up their own fuel reserve by growing a short-rotation coppice,

and understanding as well as co-investment. Also, opportunities

which will help reduce the community’s dependency merely on

are open for communities and stakeholders to voice their opinions,

external sources (i.e. sawmills). The majority of the investment

and people forums are organized to create acceptance of the

capital will be from the community-owned savings and the

communities.

remaining portion will be supported by the government.
In this regard, the development of a community-based
project is an example proving that the community can think,
develop and implement the project by themselves in a
professional manner. The project development procedures
will be undertaken systematically. Technical assistance will
be requested from concerned agencies. On the community
ZPKL [OL` ^PSS \UKLYZ[HUK HUK YLJVNUPaL [OL ILULÄ[Z
as a whole, to be gained from the project development in terms of

So far, there has been no community-based biomass power

the economic and social development of the community in the

plant in Thailand which can be said to have attained a concrete

future and the creation of employment and revolving revenue

success. As a result, the E for E wishes to present some exemplars

in their locality.

in Denmark and Canada, which have introduced the process
where local people can participate in decision-making jointly
with the government regarding energy project development,
as follows.

The case studies from both countries are examples of
public engagement in energy project development, which can
be used as guidelines on the development of community-based
biomass power projects in Thailand. However, at the initial

Denmark : Power generation systems in Denmark are

stage, direct joint-venture or ownershipby the community

the systems that consumers or energy users share the system

TH`ILHIP[KPɉ
J\S[HZ[OLYLOHZILLUUVTVKLSWYVQLJ[

ownership via local authorities or via power generation companies.

[VJYLH[L[OLPYJVUÄKLUJL"PUHKKP[PVU[OLSVJHSWLVWSLZ[PSS

Examples of energy projects which people take part in are the

lacks knowledge and understanding about investment and

centralized combined heat and power (cogeneration) projects

technology which, to a certain extent, entails risks. There-

that provide heat to households and industries. From past ex-

fore, it is recommended that investors with experience in

perience of community participation in Denmark, it is found that

managing biomass power projects or technology owners be

energy projects which people take part in or owned by local

core investors and that local authorities be the community

administration organizations/local cooperatives will usually

representative participating in the project development.

have no problems with local people. On the contrary, projects

In this connection, the Ministry of Energy should devise

of which developers are outsiders or owned by businessmen

supportivemeasures to help materialize a successful project

^PSS\Z\HSS`MHJLJVUÅPJ[Z^P[OSVJHSJVTT\UP[PLZ

prototype on a commercial scale.

Concept of Community-based Biomass Power
Plants : In order that a local community would have the rights
to control power plant operation via the plant ownership
through the cooperatives system or by obtaining from local
institutions the rights related to the power plant development
(e.g. the locality rights and community rights) or via investment
in other aspects which have impact on the project, e.g. the
biomass fuel supply business, a community-based biomass
power plant should have the following characteristics:

 ;OLWV^LYWSHU[ZOV\SKILHZTHSSZJHSLVULSVJH[LK
in the community.

 3VJHSS`H]HPSHISLHNYPJ\S[\YHSYLZPK\LIPVTHZZPZ\ZLK

 :\Z[HPUHISLHUKJVTTLYJPHSS`MLHZPISL[LJOUVSVN`
is applied.

 3VJHSPUZ[P[\[PVUZVY[OLJVTT\UP[`VYHJVTT\UP[`
group are involved in the project ownership.

 ;OLWYVQLJ[OLSWZNLULYH[LZ\WWVY[P]LVYKV^UZ[YLHT
local businesses related to the power plant.

 )V[O[OLWV^LYWSHU[HUK[OLJVTT\UP[`HYLPTWVY[HU[
and support each other.

2. Community Strength. This means the community
acceptance and readiness. A strong community will have the
potential to take part in the development of a community-based
biomass power plant. Generally, a strong community will have
the following characteristics. The community is self-dependent;
people in the community can take part in decision-making
on the implementation of community activities; its leader is a
person of great vision, possessing knowledge and ability and
is decisive; and the community has a cooperative network with
development partners. In judging the strength of a community,
four main issues will be taken into consideration, namely:
1) Personal charisma of the community leader which
makes the community believe in him and which enables him
to involve the community in the project development;
2) Community participation or cooperation in community
development and projects;

In brief, the E for E views that, in order to achieve successful
development of a community-based biomass power plant,
major factors in the project consideration and selection include:
1. Biomass Potential in the Community. The community

3) The existing pattern of social group forming which can
L_WHUKI\ZPULZZVYÄUHUJPHSKL]LSVWTLU["HUK
4) Public acceptance of the community-based power
plant development.

must be able to secure adequate and consistent supply of

In addition to the biomass potential in a given locality,

biomass for use as feedstock of the power plant. Suitable

good cooperation from the local community is also neces-

biomass fuel for a community-based power plant is biomass

sary. A community that tends to recognize or understand the

that is left over in the locality and which the majority of local

investment in a community-based biomass power project must

WLVWSL OH]L [OL V^ULYZOPW VM VY ^PSS ILULÄ[ MYVT Z\JO HZ

be one with strength and understanding, which will lead to ac-

rice husks from the community rice mill, rice straw, cassava

ceptance and interest to participate in the project development

stems and rhizomes, corn stalks and corncobs, and sugarcane

and implementation.

stems and leaves.

In this regard, the Department of Alternative Energy

0U[OPZYLNHYKLHJO[`WLVMJVTT\UP[`IPVTHZZOHZZWLJPÄJ

+L]LSVWTLU[HUK,ɉ
JPLUJ`+,+,OHZLUNHNLK[OL,MVY,

characteristics and constraints. For example, community rice

as the consultant under a study project on the Approach for

husks and rice straw are light in weight, thus requiring a high

*VTWYLOLUZP]L 7YVTV[PVU VM *VTT\UP[`IHZLK )PVTHZZ

transportation cost. Also, at present, they are widely used

Power Plants in order to set practical guidelines, policies and

MVYHNYPJ\S[\YHSW\YWVZLZZVHTHZZP]LJVSSLJ[PVUPZKPɉ
J\S[

measures to promote and support the project implementation.

to some extent. As for cassava rhizomes, although this type

The study project is presently underway, and the study outcome

VMIPVTHZZOHZUV[T\JOILLU\ZLK[OLYLHYLKPɉ
J\S[PLZPU

will be presented in the next issue of E for E Newsletter.



the fuel preparation process prior to feeding into the power
plant. Corncobs can be collected from the local purchasing
center or purchasing yard, but they are light, thus requiring a
high transportation cost as well. Other types of biomass, e.g.
cassava and sugarcane stems and corn stalks, are not viable
to be used as fuel for a power plant as they also entail a high
collection cost. However, opportunities still remain for the
community-based biomass power plant development, using
wood waste from the short-rotation coppice plantation on
Sor-Por-Kor land, or land allocated for agricultural purposes,
or waste land in the community.

Corner

Solar Farms...an Opportunity
or a Dead End ?
From the experience of E for E in managing the ESCO Fund,

Since the “Adder” policy was introduced by the government, a
great number of investors have become interested in making investment

it is found that THQVYMHJ[VYZHɈLJ[PUN[OLYH[LVMYL[\YUVM

in renewable energy projects. Apart from biomass power plants,

the investment in power generation using PV technology

another type of renewable energy that is attractive to investors is a

JVTWYPZL![OLPUP[PHSPU]LZ[TLU[JVZ[ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ

Solar Farm because the fuel risk can be avoided, in terms of both

of solar PV panels and balance of system (BOS), and

M\LSWYPJL]VSH[PSP[`HUKÄLYJLJVTWL[P[PVUMVYM\LSZ\WWS`0UHKKP[PVU

(3) capacity factor.

commercial-scale solar farms are currently in operation, creating

Initial Investment Cost

JVUÄKLUJLVMÄUHUJPHSPUZ[P[\[PVUZPUNYHU[PUNJYLKP[MHJPSP[PLZ^OPSL

Since the operational cost of power generation using the

the price of solar cell panels has also declined. Importantly, solar

solar-PV system is considerably low, over 95-98% of the solar-PV

farms are clean power plants emitting no pollution; as a result, there

generation cost is caused by the initial investment cost,

is no opposition of local communities.

comprising the costs of solar panels, BOS, structure, land

There are two major technologies of power generation from

and others. The costs of solar panels and BOS together

solar energy, i.e. 1) Photovoltaics (PV), an electrical device made of

account for 70% of the total investment cost, as shown in

semiconductor materials which can directly convert solar radiation

[OLÄN\YLILSV^

into electrical power; and 2) Concentrated Solar Power (CSP), the
technology that concentrates or brings together sunlight by using
a solar collector creating thermal energy which will be transferred
to water until the water boils, producing steam to drive the steam
turbine to generate electrical power.

Source: Data from Solar Farms joint ventured by EforE



5V[HIS`[OLWYPJLZVMZVSHYWHULSZHUK)6:OH]LKLJSPULK

steadily. Over the period of 2009-2012, the cost of PV panels
has decreased by about 40-50%. During 2009-2010, the projects
joint ventured by E for E, using polycrystalline PV panels, invested
Source : http://www.spcg.co.th

Source : http://www.thaisolarenergy.com

TPSSPVU)HO[4>HUKK\YPUN[OVZL\ZPUN
[OPUÄST7=WHULSZPU]LZ[LK TPSSPVU)HO[4>([WYLZLU[

In Thailand, more than 110 solar farms using PV technology

[OL JVZ[ PZ  TPSSPVU )HO[4> HUK  TPSSPVU )HO[4>

have been developed, with a total installed capacity of 229 MW, while

respectively.

there are only two projects using CSP technology, with a total installed

:WLJPÄJH[PVUZVM:VSHY7=7HULSZHUK)HSHUJLVM:`Z[LT

capacity of 14 MW (according to the status of power purchase

(BOS)

VM[OL,ULYN`7VSPJ`HUK7SHUUPUN6ɉ
JL4PUPZ[Y`VM,ULYN`HZVM



March 2012).

panels are widely in use, i.e. monocrystalline, polycrystalline,

 :VSHY7=7HULSZ Presently, three types of solar-PV

HUKUVUJY`Z[HSSPULJHSSLK¸[OPUÄST¹^OPJOJVTWYPZLZZL]LYHS

Solar Farms using PV technology, joint ventured by EforE, being ESCO Fund Manager, with a total installed capacity of 19 MW
Project

Installed
Commercial
Capacity (MW) Operation Date (COD)

Solar Cell Technology

 :VSHY7V^LY*V3[K
1) Non sung District, Nakhon Rachasima

6

Apr 2010

2) Sawang Daen Din District, Sakhon Nakhon

6

Feb 2011

3) Mueng District, Nakhon Phanom

6

Apr 2011



-LI

 :PHT:VSHY*V3[K
Site : Wang muang District, Saraburi

Poly-Crystalline Silicon of Kyocera

*HKTP\T;LSS\YPKL(TVYWOV\Z;OPU-PST
of Willard & Kelsey and First Solar

sub-types, e.g. amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride (CdTe) or
JVWWLYPUKP\TNHSSP\TZLSLUPKL*0.:6]LY

Capacity Factor

VMZVSHY7=

The Capacity Factor (CF), which is the ratio of the amount of

panels in use nowadays are of monocrystalline and polycrystalline

electricity generated to the installed capacity of a solar farm using

[`WLZ(ZMVY[OL[OPUÄST[`WL[OLWYVK\J[PVUHUK\[PSPaH[PVU

PV technology, depends on the level of solar radiation intensity and

just began in 2006 and now holds 15% of themarket share.

[OLZ`Z[LTLɉ
JPLUJ`7LYMVYTHUJL9H[PV!79The CF of solar farm

The ability to produce electricity of each panel type will be

projects joint ventured by E for E will be around 15%-18%.

KPɈLYLU[KLWLUKPUNVU[OLWHULSLɉ
JPLUJ`KLJYLHZLPULɉ
JPLUJ`

For Thailand, the solar radiation intensity is considered to be

when the panel temperature increases, panel degradation over

H[HYH[OLYOPNOSL]LSHUKL]LUS`KPZWLYZLZ^P[OHUH]LYHNLVM

time, including the ability to produce electricity during periods

41TKH`UH[PVU^PKLIHZLKVU[OL:VSHY9HKPH[PVU4HWVM[OL

of low solar radiation intensity. For example, a monocrystalline

+LWHY[TLU[VM(S[LYUH[P]L,ULYN`+L]LSVWTLU[HUK,ɉ
JPLUJ`ZOV^PUN

ZVSHY7=WHULSOHZ[OLOPNOLZ[Lɉ
JPLUJ`  HUKSV^LZ[

the average daily solar energy potential in a year). Consequently, in

WHULSKLNYHKH[PVU/V^L]LY[OLLɉ
JPLUJ`VM[OPZWHULS[`WL^PSS

selecting a project site, one should aim at an area where the solar

substantially decrease when the panel temperature is high and

YHKPH[PVUPU[LUZP[`PZOPNO;OLMVSSV^PUNMHJ[VYZ^PSSHɈLJ[[OLZ`Z[LT

can produce less electricity when the solar radiation intensity

Lɉ
JPLUJ`!Z\USPNO[SVZZJH\ZLKI`ZOHKPUNHUKK\Z[JLSS[LTWLYH[\YL

is low. Presently, the prices of all three panel types have pretty

SVZZKPɈLYLUJLPUTH[LYPHSZVM7=WHULSZPUJS\KPUN^PYPUNSVZZHUK

much decreased (40-50% from the 2010 level) to nearly the

[OLLɉ
JPLUJ`VMPU]LY[LYZHUK[YHUZMVYTLYZ.LULYHSS`[OLZ`Z[LT

ZHTLSL]LSH[  >W

JHWHJP[`MHJ[VYVMHZVSHYMHYT^PSSILH[HUH]LYHNLVMHIV\[ 
PU[OLÄYZ[`LHY
The aforementioned three factors will have an impact on the
rate of return on investment in a solar farm project. The internal rate
of return (IRR) of the projects joint ventured by E for E is at a level of
6%-13%.
The Government Policy on Renewable Energy Promotion:
a Stimulant or a Hurdle??
The development of power projects using solar energy has been
booming for the past 4-5 years’ period. All concerned recognize that this
results from the policy promoting renewable energy of the government,

)HSHUJLVM:`Z[LT)V: An important one is the inverter

i.e. the introduction of additional power purchasing rates on top of the

of either transformer or transformerless type. A transformerless

normal purchasing price, or the so-called “Adder.” Yet, many parties

PU]LY[LY^PSSOH]LOPNOLYLɉ
JPLUJ`ILJH\ZL[OLYL^PSSILUVSVZZ

now begin to doubt whether the government policy on renewable

in the transformer which is inside the inverter.

energy promotion is actually a stimulant or a hurdle...particularly for

In addition, the selection of inverter, which is an important

solar-PV projects!! This is because the Ministry of Energy remains

device, will have an impact on the revenue from electricity sale

\UHISL[VYLHJOHJVUJS\ZPVUYLNHYKPUN[OL(KKLYVY-LLKPU;HYPɈ

and the initial investment capital in the project development.

TLHZ\YLVM^OPJO[OLJSHYPÄJH[PVUOHZILLUH^HP[LKI`[OLWYP]H[L

As for the inverter option of solar farm projects in Thailand, two

sector for over two years now. Furthermore, there are issues regarding

patterns are applied, i.e. Multi-String Inverter and Central Inverter.

the Adder provision and the application process for various licenses,

Despite the higher cost of a multi-string inverter, there are several

including the Form Ror Ngor 4 and the PPA, of which the transparency

advantages, resulting in more units of electricity generated

is now questioned by many private operators. This has to be

than that derived from a central inverter, namely, higher opera-

answered by responsible agencies; otherwise, the development of

[PVUHSLɉ
JPLUJ`VM[OLPU]LY[LY^OLU[OLZVSHYYHKPH[PVUPU[LUZP[`

power generation from solar energy, which is considered by many

is low or when the PV panels are shaded by clouds, less loss

as an opportunity or the light at the end of the tunnel for the country,

on the direct current side due to the shorter wiring distance,

may become a dead end of renewable energy in Thailand !

and much lower impact of the maintenance on the generating
capacity and operational hours of the power plant since the cost
of keeping a reserve multi-string inverter on-site is cheaper and
the storage is also easier due to its small size. Moreover, the
analysis and assessment to solve problems related to the system
can be speedily made, and it is easy to design the system to
suit the generating capacity of the solar-PV panels. There is also
ÅL_PIPSP[`[VL_WHUK[OLNLULYH[PUNJHWHJP[`PU[OLM\[\YL

(GEM)

Corner

Pico Hydro Power Plant at Pang Ung
One of the demonstrated renewable energy activities under UN Joint Programme on Integrated Highland Livelihood Development in
Mae Hong Son (UNJP),^OPJO,MVY,OHZILLULU[Y\Z[LKI`<5+7HUK4HL/VUN:VU7YV]PUJL^P[OHKKP[PVUHSÄUHUJPHSZ\WWVY[MYVT;OHP6PS7SJ
is Pico Hydro Power Plant for Ruam Thai Villager in Pang Ung.
“Pang Ung”...one of the

of Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation, and

most famous tourist

Mae Hong Son Royal Project Center. Key concept of the project is:-

attractions



in

6]LYÅV^MYVT[OL7HUN<UNYLZLY]VPYJHUIL\[PSPaLKMVYLSLJ[YPJP[`

Mae Hong Son Province,

NLULYH[PVUMVY]PSSHNLYZVM9\HT;OHPHUKSVJHSVɉ
JLZVMNV]LYUTLU[

was previously a border

HNLUJPLZ)`JVU[YVSSPUN[OL^H[LYSL]LSVM[OLYLZLY]VPY[VRLLWP[Z

with a number of small

ILH\[PM\S ZJLULY` [OL WYVQLJ[ YLÅLJ[Z LU]PYVUTLU[HSS`MYPLUKS` HUK

outlaw armed groups, drug plantation and transportation, as well as

Lɉ
JPLU[\ZLVMUH[\YHSYLZV\YJLZHZ^LSSHZZ[PT\SH[LZH^HYLULZZVM

MVYLZ[LUJYVHJOTLU[0[^HZUV[\U[PS ^OLU/PZ4HQLZ[`[OL2PUN

forest conservation.

and Her Majesty the Queen visited Pang Ung and suggested to gather

E for E, subsequently, conducted public hearing on the construction

tribal minorities into an assigned area, called Ruam Thai Village, with the

of the pico hydro power plant and got the approval from all villagers

main aims to create security along the border line, to improve livelihood

VU5V]LTILY;OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM7-kW pico hydro power

of the minorities, and to restore and conserve natural resources.

plant in Ruam Thai Village has started and the distribution system

Earlier, the villagers earned their live solely through agriculture;

has been drawn for 3 groups of users, i.e. 32 households of Ruam

their incomes, therefore, were moderately low. Also, their energy uses

;OHP=PSSHNL6ɉ
JLVM7HUN;VUN009V`HS7YVQLJ[VM+LWHY[TLU[VM

were very small. They relied on candles as the primary source of light

National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation, local office of

HUKÄYL^VVKMVY^HYTPUN[OLPYIVKPLZHUKJVVRPUNMVVK6UJL7HUN<UN

Mae Hong Son Royal Project Center.

becomes the famous tourist attraction, the villagers can generate

The pico hydro power plant started its operation from August

more income by providing homestay services and selling handicrafts.

1, 2012. To ensure the continuous supply from the system, the O&M

Their energy needs increase accordingly. Since Ruam Thai Village is

training has been arranged for the villagers as well as the management

HUVɈNYPK]PSSHNL[OLPYKHPS`LSLJ[YPJP[`Z\WWS`OHZILLUZ\WWSPLKI`H

committee has been established by selecting the representatives

795-Watt PV battery charging station installed by Department of Public

from 3 groups of users to monitor electricity use, to set up their own

Works and Town & Country Planning in 2001. Such system can generate

[HYPɈYH[LZV[OH[[OL`^PSSOH]LHKLX\H[LM\UKMVYHUU\HSWYL]LU[P]L

electricity for 10 9-Watt bulbs and 5 televisions, ^OPJOHYLUV[Z\ɉ
JPLU[

maintenance, and to assign the operators. Moreover, the DEDE

for all 32 households in the village. Moreover, the villagers have to

Vɉ
JLYZPU4HL/VUN:VUOH]LILLU]VS\U[HYPS`Z\WWVY[LK[LJOUPJHSS`

employ gasoline generators for supplying electricity to tourists during

especially once serious failure occurs.

touring season. The generators produce electricity with relatively high
JVZ[V]LY;/)R>OHUKOPNOSL]LSVMUVPZLHUKHPYWVSS\[PVU
A pico hydro power plant, therefore, has been initiated by the

Though the electricity supply is increasing, the villagers
Z[PSS JVUZLY]L [OLPY LULYN` 3PNO[Z HYL [\YULK VɈ ^OLU
UV[PU\ZL(SSOV\ZLOVSKZ\ZLJVTWHJ[Å\VYLZJLU[

cooperation among Mae Hong Son Province, UNDP, Thai Oil Plc.,

light bulbs, and also keep complying with the

+LWHY[TLU[ VM (S[LYUH[P]L ,ULYN` +L]LSVWTLU[ HUK ,ɉ
JPLUJ` HUK

IVYKLYZLJ\YP[`Y\SLPU[\YUPUNVɈHSSSPNO[

the local partners including Mae Hong Son Natural Resources and

bulbs after 10 pm.

,U]PYVUTLU[6ɉ
JL4VR*OHT7HL;(67HUN;VUN009V`HS7YVQLJ[

System components
1. Powerhouse 3.5 m x 4 m
2. Penstock
cŴ īŚŗśśŎġŔŗşŜŝŚŊőŖōŮıŖśŜŉŔŔōŌŋŉŘŉŋőŜšgœĿů
dŴ a`œĿcĸŐŉśōe`İŢįōŖōŚŉŜŗŚ
5. Control system
6. Low voltage distribution line

1 set
12 inch
aśōŜ
aśōŜ
1 set
1 set

EforE

Energy

Activity

Review


 6U1\U+Y7P`HZ]HZ[P(TYHUHUK,MVY,*OHPYTHU
presented to HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn-a biomass
NHZPÄLY\ZPUNJVTWYLZZLKYPJLO\ZRYLZPK\LZMYVT[OLYPJLO\ZR
grinder in the Chitralada Royal Project, tree sticks, leaves and
macadamia nut husks as fuel to produce fuel gas for use instead
VMJVVRPUNNHZ37.PU[OLJHU[LLUVM*OP[YHSHKH:JOVVS


 4PZZ:\^HWVYU:PYPRVVU*OPLM,_LJ\[P]L+PYLJ[VYVM[OL
E for E, was honored to be a guest speaker at the Energy Forum:
“Alternative Energy”-a Viable Option for Thailand’s Power?VYNHUPaLKI`)HUNRVRIPa5L^ZVU1\UHUKH[[OL¸-\[\YL
Energy Trend-a Failure or an Option,” a discussion forum of a
course for senior executives in energy organized by Thailand Energy
Academy (TEC) on 5 Jul 12.

One hot issue related to energy that has been in the limelight over the
past few months in both printed and online media is the issue that “Thailand
possesses large-scale energy resources, both oil and natural gas” by
referring to the statistics of the Energy Information Administration (EIA) that
Thailand is the 24th in the world natural gas producer rankings, which is
larger than many OPEC member countries. Moreover, in 2008 Thailand
exported oil and LPG to the USA, worth about THB 27 billion.)\[^O`
oil prices in Thailand have to be based on world market prices; furthermore,
sometimes Thai people have to pay more for oil than those in other countries.
What have government entities having regulatory authorities been doing then?
This question is exactly what is in mind of many persons who wonder whether
the determination of national energy policy is actually on the right track and


 +Y7P`HZ]HZ[P(TYHUHUK,MVY,*OHPYTHUHUK,MVY,
Z[HɈTLTILYZTHKLÄLSK[YPWZ[VMVSSV^\WWYVNYLZZVMWYVQLJ[Z
which have been granted investment promotion in the form of joint
venture by E for E under the ESCO Fund scheme:
- 6 Jul 12: the 7.5-MW biomass power plant of True Energy

  7V^LY3VWI\YP*V3[KPU7OH[[HUH5PROVT+PZ[YPJ[

  3VWI\YP7YV]PUJLHUK[OL 4>ZVSHY7=WV^LYWSHU[

  VM:PHT:VSHY*V3[KPU>HUN4\HUN+PZ[YPJ[:HYHI\YP
Province
- 12 Jul 12: the 5-MW cogeneration biomass power plant

  VM)VVUJOHYVLU.YLLU,ULYN`*V3[KPU+VLT)HUN

  5HUN)\H[+PZ[YPJ[:\WOHUI\YP7YV]PUJL

whether it is appropriate, or not.


>OPSLH^HP[PUNJSHYPÄJH[PVUMYVTJVUJLYULKH\[OVYP[PLZ^LOH]L]PZP[LK

the websites of the agencies under the Ministry of Energy and found that
the data on Thailand’s energy production and export correspond with that
presented by the media. Thanks to the agencies concerned for having thrown
light on the fact that Thailand still has some strong points. It is quite pleasant
[VSLHYU[OH[VPSL_WVY[JHUNLULYH[LYL]LU\LVMHIV\[;/)IPSSPVUWLY`LHY
MVY[OLJV\U[Y`HM[LY\UMVY[\UH[LS`;OHPSHUKOHZSVZ[[OLÄYZ[YHURVM^VYSK
rice exporters. However, it would have been much better if the data had
been comprehensive. That is, although Thailand possesses domestic energy
resources and has exported part of the production, the country is still considered
a net oil importer. This is because the national commercial energy demand
PZHZOPNOHZTPSSPVUIHYYLSZWLYKH`^OPSL[OLKVTLZ[PJWYVK\J[PVUPZVUS`
HIV\[VULTPSSPVUIHYYLSZWLYKH`"OLUJL[OLKPɈLYLUJLOHZ[VILPTWVY[LK
The ratio of energy import to consumption is 55%, worth about THB one trillion.
With regard to natural gas, the domestic production is 600 billion barrels per
KH`^OLYLHZ[OLKLTHUKPZIPSSPVUIHYYLSZWLYKH`"HZHYLZ\S[[OLUL[


 +\YPUN  (\N\Z[ HUK   :LW[LTILY  [OL
,MVY,WYV]PKLKIPVTHZZNHZPÄLYZ\ZPUNYPJLO\ZRZHZM\LS[V
villagers participating in four pilot projects, namely: 1) Tambon
;OHT3VKVM7HUN4H7OH+PZ[YPJ[;HTIVU4VR*OHT7HLVM
Muang District, 3) Tambon Mae Yuam of Ma Sariang District, and
4) Tambon Mae Suad of Sob Moei District, to enhance demonstration,
knowledge transfer and hands-on experience of villagers in each
locality, which were activities under the UN Joint Programme on
0U[LNYH[LK /PNOSHUK 3P]LSPOVVK +L]LSVWTLU[ PU 4HL /VUN :VU
(UNJP).

KPɈLYLUJLOHZ[VILPTWVY[LKMYVTMVYLPNUZV\YJLZPU[OLMVYTVMIV[OWPWLK
NHZHUKSPX\LÄLKUH[\YHSNHZ35.*VUZLX\LU[S`P[PZPUL]P[HISL[OH[VPSWYPJL
costs in Thailand have to be based on the world market prices. Yet, how to set
the prices so that they would be reasonable and cause no undue burden on
JVUZ\TLYZYLTHPUZHTH[[LY[OH[ULLKZJSHYPÄJH[PVUMYVTYLZWVUZPISLHNLUJPLZ
One important point is that all Thai people should recognize the fact that
most of the energy that we are consuming has to be imported from foreign
countries and that import prices will keep increasing. The era of cheap
oil no longer exists. Therefore, all of us should take part in strengthening
the country by changing energy consumption behavior, reducing energy
\ZLHUKZ^P[JOPUN[V\ZLOPNOLULYN`Lɉ
JPLU[LSLJ[YPJHSHWWSPHUJLZ;OPZ
will not only help save one’s energy expense but also help the nation as
a whole.
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Solar Farms...an Opportunity or a Dead End ?

www.efe.

EforE

Highlight
Approach for Comprehensive Promotion of
Community-based Biomass Power Plants
Currently, many social spheres have become aware of
ŜŐōőŕŘŗŚŜŉŖŋōŜŗŗŘŜőŕőŢōŜŐōŝśōŗŎŉŏŚőŋŝŔŜŝŚŉŔŚōśőŌŝōś
or “biomass” for energy production, especially biomass
power projects. As a result, greater investment in the
development of biomass power plants has been made by
the private sector, despite several reports recently on local
opposition to power projects in many places, most of which
resulted from project developers’ negligence of the public
participation process.
One approach introduced by the government to intensify
ŜŐōŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŗŎŊőŗŕŉśśŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜśŉŖŌŜŗŐōŔŘŕőŖőŕőŢō
the current of local opposition is to encourage the communities,
most of which are biomass (fuel) owners, to participate and
play a role in the development of small-scale community-based
biomass power plants, through the creation of knowledge
and understanding as well as co-investment. Also, opportunities
are open for communities and stakeholders to voice their
ŗŘőŖőŗŖśŲ ŉŖŌ ŘōŗŘŔō ŎŗŚŝŕś ŉŚō ŗŚŏŉŖőŢōŌ Ŝŗ ŋŚōŉŜō
acceptance of the communities.
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Another type of renewable energy that is attractive to investors
is a Solar Farm because the fuel risk can be avoided, in terms of
ŊŗŜŐŎŝōŔŘŚőŋōŞŗŔŉŜőŔőŜšŉŖŌĠōŚŋōŋŗŕŘōŜőŜőŗŖŎŗŚŎŝōŔśŝŘŘŔšŴıŖ
addition, commercial-scale solar farms are currently in operation,
ŋŚōŉŜőŖŏŋŗŖĠŌōŖŋōŗŎŎĠőŖŉŖŋőŉŔőŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖśőŖŏŚŉŖŜőŖŏŋŚōŌőŜŎŉŋőŔőŜőōśŲ
şŐőŔōŜŐōŘŚőŋōŗŎśŗŔŉŚŋōŔŔŘŉŖōŔśŐŉśŉŔśŗŌōŋŔőŖōŌŴıŕŘŗŚŜŉŖŜŔšŲ
solar farms are clean power plants emitting no pollution; as a
result, there is no opposition of local communities.
From the experience of E for E in managing the ESCO Fund,
it is found that major factors affecting the rate of return of the
investment in power generation using PV technology comprise:
ŮaůŜŐōőŖőŜőŉŔőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŋŗśŜŲŮbůśŘōŋőŎĠőŋŉŜőŗŖśŗŎśŗŔŉŚĸľŘŉŖōŔśŉŖŌ
balance of system (BOS), and (3) capacity factor. The aforementioned
three factors will have an impact on the rate of return on investment
őŖŉśŗŔŉŚŎŉŚŕŘŚŗŒōŋŜŴļŐōőŖŜōŚŖŉŔŚŉŜōŗŎŚōŜŝŚŖŮıĺĺů
of the projects joint ventured by E for E is at
a level of 6%-13%.

(GEM)
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Pico Hydro Power Plant at Pang Ung
One of the demonstrated renewable energy activities
ŝŖŌōŚĽĶĲŗőŖŜĸŚŗŏŚŉŕŕōŗŖıŖŜōŏŚŉŜōŌİőŏŐŔŉŖŌĴőŞōŔőŐŗŗŌ
Development in Mae Hong Son (UNJP), which E for E has been
entrusted by UNDP and Mae Hong Son Province with additional
ŎĠőŖŉŖŋőŉŔśŝŘŘŗŚŜŎŚŗŕļŐŉőķőŔĸŔŋŴŲőśĸőŋŗİšŌŚŗĸŗşōŚĸŔŉŖŜ
for Ruam Thai Villager in Pang Ung.
The pico hydro power plant with the installed capacity
ŗŎgœĿŝśōśŗŞōŚŎġŔŗşŎŚŗŕŜŐōĸŉŖŏĽŖŏŚōśōŚŞŗőŚŎŗŚōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜš
generation for all 32 households in Ruam Thai village and local
ŗŎŎĠőŋōśŗŎŏŗŞōŚŖŕōŖŜŉŏōŖŋőōśŴļŐōŘőŋŗŐšŌŚŗŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜ
started its operation from August 1, 2012.
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